
Intermediate Photography:
Continuing the Photographic Journey 

This second level course is designed to reinforce the foundations of photography 
already established and move forward to provide experience, build competence and 
strengthen confidence. Students are expected to have a basic understanding of 
exposure and camera controls. Topics will include, but not be limited to:

• Flash photography: learning to use flash so no one can tell
• Portraiture: making photographs of family and friends that are keepers
• Night photography: creating special effects when the sun goes down
• Editing your photos: An introduction to editing your images to bring out their best
• On Finding Creativity: This topic is a focus throughout the course.
• Other topics include: advanced focusing techniques, HDR (high dynamic range), 

and more.

The eight weekly sessions will emphasize learning from the work of each other in a 
coaching format as well as instruction in new techniques. Each week will include 
assignments and electronic notes to support your learning.

Equipment: Along with your DSLR, participants will need an accessory flash (speedlight) 
that fits on top of their camera and a tripod. Recommended: a reflector and diffuser for 
your flash. 

Schedule: Eight weekly Zoom classes, beginning March 18, 2021. Lesson one is 
available one week ahead of the first class. . 

Note: Dates and locations are updated on the website.

Fee: $299.00 (+ GST and transaction fee)

The course has a maximum of 16 students and includes a teaching assistant.

More Info and to register: 
Contact Dennis Ducklow / Double Exposure Photography
dennis@doubleexposure.ca
Double Exposure Photography
(604) 418-6689

I want to say thank you to Dennis for igniting the creative photographer in me. I knew it 
was there somewhere, just hidden perhaps under a lack of confidence. This course 

covered what I needed to advance my skills …
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